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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY bountyblok.io
giftnft.io
drop.bountyblok.io

Powering Your

NFT PROJECTS
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WHO WE ARE
We believe in building tools that leverage blockchain 
technology that projects can use to facilitate user 
engagement. 

bountyblok is built for NFT Artists, brands and various 
projects who want to engage their followers with a set of 
tasks while earning rewards. Also built for developers who 
want to add gaming mechanics inside their projects. 


We are based in Montreal, Canada.
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OUR TEAM

Dimitri

Co-Founder
Jan
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Software Eng.
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Software Eng.
Peter

System Admin
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OUR MISSION

1 A SHARED VISION 
We aim to help artists, brands and various IPs execute their 
vision through our tools effortlessly.

2 BUILD WITH QUALITY 
We listen constantly to client feedback in order to provide 
them with the proper tools for the current needs.

3 USER ENGAGEMENT 
We believe engaging users on a constant basis is key for 
applications to not only maintain, but grow their user base 
and also their revenues.
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PARTNERS

350+ 
PROJECTS USING 
BOUNTYBLOK TOOLS
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INDUSTRY RECOGNITION

20M 
API TRANSACTIONS

1.6M 
NFTS DISTRIBUTED

22.5K 
GIFTED
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GAMIFICATION 
PLATFORM
BOUNTYBLOK.IO  

bountyblok.io's APIs allow your team to create 
challenges and tasks to further engage your 
users. Increase their activity within your web 
or mobile apps through minimal effort and 
integration. Create a challenge, define some 
rules, and earn achievements.

http://bountyblok.io
http://bountyblok.io/
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NFT DISTRIBUTON 
TOOL
DROP.BOUNTYBLOK.IO  

Feature-rich distribution tool allowing you to 
distribute thousands of NFTs to your followers 
in just a few clicks. Reward users who 
completed a typeform, engaged with a Tweet, 
are holding certain NFTs, completed entire 
sets, and more.

http://drop.bountyblok.io
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GIFT NFT
GIFTNFT.IO 

Securely GIFT your NFTs to anyone with just a 
few clicks. 

You can now GIFT NFTs you purchased to 
friends and family via Email or Twitter DMs. 
NFTs are transferred securely using 
blockchain technology.

http://giftnft.io
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Dimitri Nikolaros 
dimitri.nikolaros@inlinefx.com

THANK YOU. 
LET’S TOUCH BASE 


